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LEGAL INFORMATION CENTER 
UNIVERS ITY OF FLOR IDA 
COLLEGE OF LAW 
Voice: 904-392-0425 
Fax : 904- 392-5093 
Bitnet : jgatesOnervm 
Internet : jgatesCn ervm.nerdc.ufl .edu 
March 15, 1993 
MEMORANDUM 
To: Rhea Ballard 
Georgia state University 
Jack Bissett 
Washington and Lee University 
Anna Belle Leiserson 
Vanderbilt University 
Gretchen Wolf 
Duke University 
From: Jim Gates~ 
Re: SOUTHEASTERN LAW LIBRARIAN 
GAINESVILLE, FL 32611-2O3B 
904/ 392-0417 
Volume-- 1 8, Number- 2 . has been printed and mailed. You should all be rec·e i ving your ·co'pies very soon. I added your copies to the bulk mail shipment to assist in determining delivery time. Please 
contact me directly if you do not receive your copy by March 30th. That should be more than enough time for even the slowest bulk mail 
carri er. The previous issue was apparently delivered in near 
record time by the Postal Service, and I hope they can maintain 
their track record with this issue. 
I would like to thank everyone for the material which was forwarded 
to me for inclusion in this issue, and I would like to apologize 
to Gretchen for omitted a byline for her collection of committee 
reports. I will insure that the next issue does not contain the 
same mistake. 
Note in my column on page two the production schedule which Ed 
Edmonds would like to follow. It makes a good bit of sense, and 
very possible given the speed with which the newsletter can be 
prepared. With issue two, I was able to deliver the camera ready 
copy on the same afternoon which I received the last item for inclusion. It then took exactly one week from delivery to the 
printer to delivery to the bulk mail center. The capability of 
electronically transferring an item from Bitnet or disk directly into the newsletter file means that layout goes incredibly fast and 
EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY/ AFFIRMATIVE ACTION E MPLOYER 
- page 2 -
permits major changes in the last minutes before delivery. As 
such, I am kind of soft on specific deadlines, and will just use 
the target months for delivery and publication. 
Rhea has picked up another advertisement for the next few issues, 
and I have already received several items for inclusion. Given the 
need to place in several required items from the West Virginia 
meeting it looks like we will have a 16 page issue again. I will 
try to maintain the 16 page format so that cost can be projected 
is a far more accurate manner. 
Cost for this issue: 
Printing 
Mailing 
Total 
$520.00 
131.18 
$651.18 
Please feel free to contact me should you have any questions or 
comments. Meanwhile, I will try to set-up a meeting for all who 
will be in West Virginia next month. 
See you soon. 
cc: Ed Edmonds I 
